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requirements of DNA base triplets in Figure 80. The book is well bound,
beautifully illustrated, and is worth all of its relatively high price.
N.K.W.
AN INTRODUCTION TO BACTERIAL PHYSIOLOGY. By Evelyn L. Oginsky and
Wayne W. Umbreit. San Francisco, W. H. Freeman and Company, 1959.
xii, 443 pp. $7.50.
This elementary volume of bacterial physiology should serve as a stimu-
lating introduction to the subject. The text reads smoothly and is written
in such a manner as to excite the imagination of the uninitiated reader.
Coverage of the subject matter is comprehensive except for the absence
of a section on feedback control mechanisms. For the most part the text
has been brought up to date, and enough documentation is included to lend
force to the discussion, but not so much that the reading becomes tedious.
The chapter on bacterial genetics in particular is well written, adequate
coverage being given to the topics of transformation, transduction, and
recombination. In contrast, however, the chapter on adaptation is an un-
blended mixture of recent results and concepts, with older outmoded ideas
and terminology. There are numerous misstatements scattered throughout
the chapter which seem for the most part to be due to careless wording.
The authors have a tendency to present certain hypotheses as being well
established explanations for various phenomena. A flagrant example is
the section concerning the mechanism of formation and action of diphtheria
toxin. Recent work has pointed up the tenuous nature of the evidence sup-
porting the presently accepted hypotheses.
It is felt by the reviewer that, notwithstanding the criticisms mentioned
above, this text is a worthwhile addition to the collection of the interested
reader.
NORMAN STRAUSS
MIRAGE OF HEALTH. UTOPIAS, PROGRESS, AND BIOLOGICAL CHANGE. By
Rend Dubos. New York, Harper & Brothers, 1959. 236 pp. $4.00.
The author of this book writes more as a philosopher than a microbiologist,
yet he reflects on life with the approach of one who has effectively utilized
the scientific method in his acquisition of knowledge. Mirage of Health
contains some of his reflections on life, man, and nature. This distinguished
scientist is concerned with the relativity of health and disease and the
"ecological equilibrium between microbe and man." He discusses and evalu-
ates numerous factors in history which have had a role in the struggle of
man against disease.
Dr. Dubos attaches much importance to the roles of the host and the
environment in the etiology and pathogenesis of disease. He draws on
numerous examples to support his hypothesis that in many cases disease
resides more with the host than with the individual pathogenic organisms.
He raises interesting questions in the field of infectious disease. John
Snow checked an epidemic of cholera in London in 1854 by removing the
handle of the Broad Street pump and thus preventing the use of the con-
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